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Single passenger flights: The daily woes of airlines, and the crew 
still working

When Reuters photographer Carlos Barria boarded American Airlines flight 4511

from Washington Reagan National Airport to New Orleans on Friday for an

assignment, he was the only passenger on the 76-seat jet."There were some

awkward moments," Barria said. Like when the gate agent announced a formal

boarding process only to remember that Barria was the sole passenger who would

board, or when the pilot approached his seat to personally explain a delay in take-

off due to a mechanical issue, rather than speak over the PA system. The two

Here’s what you do with two-thirds of the world’s jets when they 
can’t fly

Privately held Golden Skies Ventures (GSV) has made a $2.5 billion offer to

fully take over the holding company of ailing state carrier Malaysia Airlines, with

financing from a European bank, its executives told Reuters on Monday. GSV,

which was set up by former Malaysia Airlines officials and professionals with

aviation experience, made the proposal a month ago, as airlines around the

Islamic State West Africa (ISWA): Amaq Agency- Nigerian military 
suffers heavy losses in Borno and Yobe, Nigeria

TRAC's President Veryan Khan and Senior Analyst Daniel Lebowitz follow

continuing violence in West Africa. They uncovered an Amaq Agency clip

demonstrating that Islamic State West Africa (ISWA) can deploy significant

columns of militants and military vehicles in their operations against the

Nigerian military in Yobe and Borno states in the northeast part of the

country. Vehicles and weapons seized in past operations are utilized in the

Denver airport cuts ailing airlines a break on rent as it prepares for 
“a tough year”

Denver’s airport has allowed airlines ailing from the coronavirus pandemic to put off three 

months of rent and landing fees worth about $60 million, officials said Thursday as they 

outlined ways DIA is tightening its own belt.

attacks on villages such as Goniri on the Yobe-Borno border. TRAC assesses that hostages will ultimately

show up in a propaganda execution video at some point soon, to instill fear in locals for helping the Nigerian

military and/or joining security forces.

world were hammered by travel restrictions following the coronavirus pandemic. "(We have secured) in

excess of $2.5 billion from the bank. We will take about three to four months to get the long-term financing,"

Chief Executive Shahril Lamin told Reuters in a phone interview.

flight attendants invited Barria to sit in a first-class seat and went through the safety demonstration for Barria

alone."I felt I had to pay attention," he said.
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Second TSA Employee Passes Away Due to COVID-19
Despite dwindling passenger numbers, Transportation Security

Administration (TSA) employees continue to face increased risk during

the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. On Thursday, the agency announced

the death of Alberto Camacho, a Branch Manager in the Acquisition Program

Management office, who passed away on April 3 after contracting the virus.

Airport CEO Believes Health Tests for Passengers Will Become More 
Common
An airport CEO in England revealed to local media outlets that infrared

cameras currently being used to spot passengers who are potentially

sick could become a new normal at the facilities. London’s Heathrow

Airport CEO John Holland-Kaye, said several travel hubs around the

world have already mandated the use of technology to take the

temperatures of travelers passing through their facilities, Holland-Kaye

San Francisco Intl Airport discloses data breach after hack
San Francisco International Airport (SFO) disclosed a data breach after

two of its websites, SFOConnect.com and SFOConstruction.com, were

hacked during March 2020. According to a notice of data breach sent

to all SFO Airport commission employees via an internal memo, the

attackers may have gained access to the login credentials of users

registered on the two breached sites. San Francisco International

Airport is Bay Area's largest airport and it currently offers flights

throughout North America with non-stop connections to 86 cities in the

U.S. on 12 domestic airlines.

ISIS Magazine Calls for Attacks on ‘Easy Target’ Military, Police 
During Coronavirus Chaos
A magazine published by ISIS supporters encouraged attacks using simple weapons and tactics specifically 

targeting military and police officers during the chaos of the coronavirus pandemic. In an article in the 

second issue of “The Voice of Hind,” a magazine published and distributed online by ISIS supporters in 

India, the ISIS supporters declare that COVID-19 “is a punishment sent by Allah on whom he wished, and 

Allah made it mercy for the believers.”

Singapore Aviation Academy Course – 24 to 28 August 2020
This course provides you with the knowledge and

skills in aviation security auditing techniques to

effectively conduct compliance audits and manage

quality control programmes. It aims to enhance the

awareness of aviation security managers and

supervisors on auditing procedures and techniques

in line with the requirements of ICAO Annex

17(Security) and ICAO Document 8973 (Security

Manual). Check out https://saa.caas.gov.sg/

said that once the coronavirus outbreak is under control and travel restrictions are lifted, airports may

continue to use the technology to “provide reassurance and confidence in flying” for passengers.
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